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My Perspective: Viewing health equity across the ecosystem  
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Today’s tools can help us build a stronger foundation

Healthcare delivery | Education | Economic stability employment | 
Transportation |Housing | Food | 

Community and social context | Social integration | Discrimination | 
Neighborhood & physical environment



Life expectancies are vastly different across communities
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We need diverse data 
across healthcare.

Our Dilemma

But we need trust 
to get there.
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Trust is built on a series of 
promises kept. 

AI and ML can build a 
healthy and equitable care 
delivery foundation.

You can’t change what you don’t measure.



Precision care requires looking beyond a single 
data point, or fragmented view of a person’s 
life. 



Health happens at home and in our communities
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People are not 
diabetics or 
hypertensives —
people are people

● Chronic conditions are 
deeply intertwined in 
people's daily lives

● If we want to take care 
of a person we have to 
address the many 
dimensions of their health.



Individuals’ data + personal inputs power the dynamic, 
multi-condition care plan 

Clinical Phenotyping
Map patients in condition 

dimensional space

Optimization Engine
Incorporate clinical and personal 

priorities as well as “signals” such as 
labs, medications, patient and 

clinician input. Then, dynamically 
change activity sequences in 

response

Personalized Care Plan
Flow into care journey that 

optimizes for health



Bringing the promise of 
precision health to 
everybody and every 
body
Onward. Together.


